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Selection imposed by coinfection may vary with the mechanism of within-host competition between parasites. Exploitative

competition is predicted to favor more virulent parasites, whereas interference competition may result in lower virulence. Here,

we examine whether exploitative or interference competition determines the outcome of competition between two nematode

species (Steinernema spp.), which in combination with their bacterial symbionts (Xenorhabdus spp.), infect and kill insect hosts.

Multiple isolates of each nematode species, carrying their naturally associated bacteria, were characterized by (1) the rate at

which they killed insect hosts, and by (2) the ability of their bacteria to interfere with each other’s growth via bacteriocidal toxins

called “bacteriocins.” We found that both exploitative and interference abilities were important in predicting which species had a

selective advantage in pairwise competition experiments. When nematodes carried bacteria that did not interact via bacteriocins,

the faster killing isolate had a competitive advantage. Alternatively, nematodes could gain a competitive advantage when they

carried bacteria able to inhibit the bacteria of their competitor. Thus, the combination of nematode/bacterial traits that led

to competitive success depended on which isolates were paired, suggesting that variation in competitive interactions may be

important for maintaining species diversity in this community.
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tion, interspecific competition, Steinernema, Xenorhabdus.

Competition is a major force influencing ecological communi-

ties and phenotypic evolution. Exploitation competition, whereby

competing individuals use the same resource, can select for

faster growing or more efficient competitors (e.g., Mueller 1988;

terHorst 2011). It can also lead to the evolution of interference

competition (Roughgarden 1983), whereby individuals prevent

each other from using resources either by chemical means or

direct contact (Schoener 1983). For parasites, competition may

occur within the host (Smith and Holt 1996), and parasites have

been shown to shift their use of host tissues in response to in-

terspecific competition (Stock and Holmes 1988; Friggens and

Brown 2005). In addition, numerical responses to interspecific

competition can be severe enough to result in competitive exclu-

sion of one species from the co-infected host (Dobson 1985; Kuris

and Lafferty 1994).

The role of within-host competition on parasite traits has

been especially influential in models of the evolution of virulence.

These models view virulence as the result of parasite growth and
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host-resource consumption. Traditionally, most models assumed

that parasites competed within the host via exploitation competi-

tion. Thus, within-host selection would favor faster growing and

more virulent parasites (Levin and Pimentel 1981; Bremermann

and Pickering 1983). However, when parasites compete within the

host via interference competition, selection may favor increased

investment in interference-related traits, such as anticompetitor

toxins. Because the production of these toxins is thought to be

energetically costly to the producing species, and the toxins re-

duce the growth of the competitor species, within-host selection

via interference competition is thought to slow the growth of the

total parasite population within the host and reduce virulence in

co-infected hosts (Gardner et al. 2004; Massey et al. 2004; Bashey

et al. 2012). Given that these different mechanisms of within-host

interactions may change the evolution of parasites and their viru-

lent effects on hosts (see Choisy and de Roode 2010; Alizon and

Lion 2011 for nuanced discussions of the feedbacks involved),

it is important to better understand what parasite traits increase

within-host competitive success.

Although exploitation competition is implicit in models of

interference competition, the combined action of the two mech-

anisms on the evolution of parasite traits has not been explicitly

modeled (Buckling and Brockhurst 2008). A key component of

any such theory would be the rules for determining the outcome

of within-host selection. For example, does dominance in an in-

terference interaction necessitate within-host success? Or, could

a faster growing species escape interference competition within a

host? Furthermore, within-species variation in exploitative abil-

ities or in investment in interference mechanisms may shift the

outcome of competition between two competing species (Park

et al. 1964). If these abilities trade-off, or if resistance to the nega-

tive impacts of competition evolves, then competitive interactions

themselves may maintain variation within each species and facil-

itate species coexistence (Joshi and Thompson 1995; Lankau and

Strauss 2007; Lankau 2008).

Here, we examine the potential for both exploitative and

interference competition to affect the outcome of competition be-

tween sympatric isolates of two nematode species in the genus

Steinernema (Steinernema sp. C3 and S. sp. C4, Bashey et al.

2011). Each of these soil-dwelling nematode species is involved

in a mutualistic symbiosis with a specific species of bacteria in

the genus Xenorhabdus (X. bovienii and X. koppenhoeferi, respec-

tively). Together, the nematodes and bacteria are able to infect and

kill a broad range of insect hosts (Peters 1996). Previously, we

isolated nematodes and their bacteria from multiple soil samples

taken from a single hillside (Hawlena et al. 2010a,b). From these

soil samples, several distinct genotypes of the two Xenorhabdus

species were identified. For each bacterial genotype, we charac-

terized the potential for interference competition via the produc-

tion of and sensitivity to bacteriocins, which are toxins produced

by bacteria that are known for their ability to kill closely related

bacteria (Riley and Gordon 1999; Riley and Chavan 2007). More-

over, there is evidence that bacteriocins produced by Xenorhabdus

may affect the outcome of competition between nematode species

(Sicard et al. 2005; Morales-Soto and Forst 2011). Based on these

results, we predicted the outcome of mixed nematode species in-

fections due to interference competition. Our predictions were

based on the hypothesis that the ability of a bacterial symbiont

to produce a bacteriocin capable of inhibiting the growth of a

competing symbiont should confer a competitive advantage to its

associated nematode.

We tested these predictions based on interference compe-

tition alongside predictions based on exploitative competition.

Specifically, we hypothesized that the ability of a nematode iso-

late to grow quickly within the insect host is also crucial for

competitive success. In the early stages of infection, nematodes

must switch from a developmentally dormant, free-living state

to an actively feeding and growing state. As nematodes begin to

feed, they release their symbiotic bacteria, which reproduce inde-

pendently of the nematode inside the insect (Sicard et al. 2004a).

Several nematode and bacterial traits, as well as interactions be-

tween the two, have been implicated in explaining variation in

virulence and parasitic success (e.g., Simoes 2000; Flores-Lara

et al. 2007; Herbert Tran and Goodrich-Blair 2009). This initial

stage of infection culminates in the death of the insect, and prior

work with these isolates suggests that the speed at which nema-

todes are able to establish an infection and kill the host may be

important for competitive dominance (Bashey et al. 2011). Thus,

we used variation in the timing of host death in single-isolate

infections, where nematodes carrying their naturally associated

bacteria were exposed to an insect host, as a proxy of the ex-

ploitative ability of each isolate. We predicted that faster killing

isolates should be competitively dominant. By testing hypotheses

based on both mechanisms of competition in sympatric isolates,

our study seeks to evaluate the relative importance of these mech-

anisms and the impact they may have on parasite evolution and

community diversity.

Materials and Methods
STUDY SYSTEM

Nematodes in the genus Steinernema are free-living and nonfeed-

ing in the soil as juveniles, but they require an insect host for

development and reproduction. Each juvenile nematode carries

symbiotic bacteria (genus: Xenorhabdus) in a specialized region

of its intestine (Poinar 1966; Martens and Goodrich-Blair 2005).

The symbiosis between the nematode and the bacteria can be

viewed as a mutualism, with each partner contributing to the suc-

cess of the symbiotic pair. From the bacteria’s perspective, the
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nematode provides transmission between insect hosts, as free-

living Xenorhabdus have not been found in the soil and their abil-

ity to survive in the soil is low (Morgan et al. 1997). Nematodes

can persist in the soil for months, and may travel up to a few meters

in search of new insect hosts (Schroeder and Beavers 1987; Strong

2002). The nematode is also critical for penetrating the insect cu-

ticle and it forms the first line of resistance/attack on the insect im-

mune system. The nematode cuticle and surface coat proteins can

prevent the insect encapsulation response (Dunphy and Webster

1987; Wang and Gaugler 1999; Brivio et al. 2002). Further, the

nematode releases several products that can disable the insect

immune system (Goetz et al. 1981; Simoes 2000) and cause in-

sect death (Burman 1982) when the bacteria are experimentally

removed. These initial effects of the nematode are important to

ensure bacterial release and may additionally create a more fa-

vorable environment for bacterial survival and growth (Wang and

Gaugler 1999).

The nematodes actively release their bacteria (Snyder et al.

2007) into the insect hemocoel, where the bacteria grow inde-

pendently of the nematodes (Sicard et al. 2004a). When injected

into insects without the nematode, the bacteria are highly virulent,

attacking the insect immune system and degrading insect tissues

(see Herbert and Goodrich-Blair 2007; Richards and Goodrich-

Blair 2009 for reviews of the bacterial factors involved in these

processes). After insect death, the bacteria play a critical role in

supporting nematode reproduction, which is greatly reduced or

even absent without the bacteria (Sicard et al. 2003). Moreover,

the association between the nematode and the bacteria is quite

specific, with nematodes showing reduced reproductive success

with nonnative bacteria (Sicard et al. 2004b; Chapuis et al. 2009).

The nematode and bacteria re-associate as the insect carcass be-

comes depleted and the pair emerge into the soil (Popiel 1989;

Martens et al. 2003). Steinernema nematodes are able to infect a

wide range of insect hosts (Peters 1996); in this study, we use the

greater wax moth Galleria mellonella as the insect host.

NEMATODE AND BACTERIAL ISOLATES

Nematodes were isolated from soil samples collected on a hill-

side at the Indiana University Research and Teaching Preserve,

Moore’s Creek, Monroe County, Indiana as described in Hawlena

et al. (2010a). Briefly, soil samples were baited with larvae of

G. mellonella, and each isolate was derived from nematodes that

had emerged from a single caterpillar. Nematode isolates were

maintained in dH20 at 8◦C and cycled separately through G.

mellonella for two additional passages in the laboratory before

the experiment to minimize environmental differences across the

isolates.

Based on sequencing of the 28S rRNA gene (Stock et al.

2001), nematode isolates were found to belong to two currently

undescribed species in genus Steinernema (Bashey et al. 2011):

one (S. sp. C3) in Clade 3 and one (S. sp. C4) in Clade 4 (Uribe-

Lorio et al. 2007). The bacteria species associated with each iso-

late was identified by sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene (Tailliez

et al. 2006; Hawlena et al. 2010a). S. sp. C3 nematodes were

associated with X. bovienii, whereas S. sp. C4 nematodes were

associated with X. koppenhoeferi. The bacteria were further char-

acterized based on enterobacterial repetitive intergenic consensus

sequences and BOX-element genomic fingerprints as described

in Hawlena et al. (2010a,b). Four distinct genotypes of X. bovienii

(hereafter, B1–B4) and three distinct genotypes of X. koppenhoe-

feri (hereafter, K1–K3) were characterized.

The potential for interference competition interactions

among the bacterial symbionts was characterized by an in vitro

assay, whereby each genotype was grown clonally and induced

with mitomycin C (Hawlena et al. 2012). Cell-free supernatants

from the induced cultures (actor) were then tested against poten-

tial sensitive cultures (recipient) by placing a drop of the actor

supernatant on soft agar seeded with the recipient colony and

then scoring for growth inhibition. Each genotype was subject

to at least two separate inductions and each actor/recipient pair

was tested on at least two separate occasions. To ensure the ab-

sence of false-positive results, negative control tests were also

conducted whereby we tested each isolate’s response as a recipi-

ent by applying a supernatant that was produced at the same time

and according to the same protocol, but without the addition of

bacteria. None of these negative controls showed inhibition. All

genotypes tested, except K1 and B1, were found to produce bacte-

riocins (Hawlena et al. 2010a). Moreover, we found no difference

in the magnitude of the inhibition resulting from the bacteriocins

produced by the two species (data not shown).

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

We predicted the outcome of interference competition between the

two nematode species based on the bacteriocin genotype associ-

ated with each nematode isolate (Fig. 1). As subspecific variation

in each isolate has only been characterized due to the bacte-

rial genotypes, we will refer to our nematode isolates based on

their bacterial genotypes. All infections done in this study involve

the nematodes carrying their symbiotically associated bacteria.

For brevity, we will refer to S. sp. C3—X. bovienii isolates as

“BOV” and S. sp. C4—X. koppenhoefferi isolates as “KOP.” To

assess differences in exploitative competition between the nema-

tode isolates, we performed single-isolate infections of all seven

genotypes to determine the speed of the initial phase of infection

and differences in the timing of host death. To determine the out-

come of competition, 12 types of mixed-species infections were

done (all combinations in Fig. 1). Two replicate sets of infections

were done, using different nematode isolates of each genotype,

except for B1 and B3, which were only characterized from one ne-

matode isolate each. For each of the infection treatments (n = 38),
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Figure 1. Predicted outcome of the 12 mixed nematode species

infections based on bacteriocin phenotypes of their bacterial sym-

bionts. Three KOP and four BOV bacterial genotypes were iden-

tified. “B” indicates BOV is the predicted winner and “K” indi-

cates KOP is the predicted winner, as in each case, one bacterial

genotype was able to produce a bacteriocin that inhibited the

growth of the other genotype in vitro. In cases where there was

no bacteriocin-based interaction between the two bacterial geno-

types, “–” indicates that no prediction based on interference com-

petition was made a priori. Twenty caterpillars were infected with

each of the seven genotypes in single nematode species expo-

sures, and with each of 12 mixed nematode species pairings. Two

replicate sets of infections were done, using different nematode

isolates where possible.

20 caterpillars were individually exposed to 50 nematodes, either

all of one species, or a 50:50 mixture of two species as described

previously (Bashey et al. 2011).

Infected hosts were kept at 18◦C and examined for mortality

up to five times per day for five days post infection. Caterpillars

were scored as dead, if they did not move in response to being

touched by a probe. Seven days post infection, caterpillars were

transferred to White traps (White 1927; Bashey et al. 2007) for

maintenance of the infection and collection of emerging nema-

todes. Nematodes were allowed to emerge from the host cadaver

for 50 days post infection at which time the caterpillars were dis-

carded. Nematodes were stored in dH20 at 8◦C until analyzed

for nematode and bacteria species identification. The nematode

species emerging from each mixed infection was identified based

on differences in nematode behavior, as BOV exhibit a tight curl-

ing behavior when kept cold, whereas KOP does not. Identifica-

tions were verified in a subset of samples by PCR-RFLP of the

nematode 28S rRNA gene and by bacterial isolations, which can

detect a species mix as low as 10% or 1% (respectively), as de-

scribed in Bashey et al. (2011). Nematodes and bacteria resulting

from each insect host were categorized as belonging to one sym-

biotic pair or the other. Nematodes emerging from a total of 252

insect hosts were examined across the 24 mixed infections. Only

one host, which had very low number of emerging nematodes,

was found to have a mixture of both nematode species, and was

excluded from the analysis.

STATISTICAL ANALYSES

To determine differences in insect mortality rate among infection

treatments, we performed Cox (proportional hazards) regressions

using the Phreg Procedure in SAS. Estimates of the median time of

host death (LT50) were determined by the Lifetest Procedure. We

performed a logistic regression using the Glimmix Procedure to

evaluate the effect of bacteriocin phenotype and mortality-rate dif-

ferences on the outcome of competition (i.e., which species, KOP

or BOV, emerged from each host). Genotypes were considered as

random effects. The mortality-rate difference was calculated as

the difference in the hazard ratio of the two isolates based on a

proportional hazards regression of the single isolate infections.

Results
Overall, there was no difference in the mortality rate of insect

hosts infected with either of the two nematode species (χ2 =
0.1619, df = 1, P = 0.6874). However, within each nematode

species, isolates carrying the different bacterial genotypes varied

considerably from each other in how fast they induced host death

(BOV: χ2 = 68.08, df = 3, P < 0.0001; KOP: χ2 = 22.82, df =
2, P < 0.0001; Fig. 2). Replicate infections of nematode isolates

carrying the same bacterial genotype did not vary significantly

from each other (P > 0.15, Fig. 2), except for the two isolates

of K1 (χ2 = 15.05, df = 1, P = 0.0001). These two isolates

of K1 resulted from two soil samples collected over 60 m apart.

In contrast, the other replicate infections resulted from the same

nematode isolates or from isolates that originated from caterpillars

exposed to soil sample collected less than 2 m apart. Thus, there

could be more genetic variation between the two K1 replicates

than between the other replicates; although, we have no additional

nematode or bacterial markers to distinguish them.

Variation in the competitive outcome was explained by

mortality-rate differences as estimated from single-isolate infec-

tions (F1,14 = 16.98, P = 0.0010), superiority in interference

competition as based on the bacteriocin phenotypes (F2,14 = 3.97,

P = 0.0431), and the interaction of these two factors (F2,14 = 5.09,

P = 0.0218). In the pairings where there was no bacteriocin-

based interference between the bacterial symbionts (open cir-

cles and dashed lines in Fig. 3), the species that induced faster

host death when inoculated singly was dominant in competition

(F1,6 = 10.32, P = 0.0183). Thus, in some pairings, the BOV iso-

lates killed the insect hosts faster and emerged from the majority
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Figure 2. Median (±1 SE) time to death for caterpillars infected with each nematode isolate (carrying its naturally associated bacterial

symbionts). Isolates are characterized by bacterial genotypes; although, nematode traits may vary as well. X’s and squares indicate

replicate infections of each bacterial genotype.
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Figure 3. Competitive success of (A) KOP and (B) BOV nematodes in mixed nematode species infections as a function the mortality-rate

advantage of each species and whether that species was the predicted winner based on bacteriocin assays (filled circles and solid lines)

or whether there was no bacteriocin interaction between the bacterial symbionts (open circles and dashed lines). The competitive success

represents the proportion of caterpillar hosts from which each species emerged. Values above 0.5 represent competitive advantage for

the target species (KOP in A and BOV in B). The mortality-rate advantage was calculated as the difference in the hazard ratio of the

two isolates based on the proportional hazards regression of each isolate alone. Positive values of the mortality-rate difference indicate

that the target species induced a faster host death than the other. Note the open circles in each panel show the same data from the

perspective of each species.

of hosts, whereas in other pairings, KOP killed faster and emerged

from the majority of hosts. Additionally, in pairings where the rate

of host killing did not differ between the species (mortality rate

advantage ∼0), an approximately equal number of hosts gave rise

to nematodes of each species (mean competitive success ∼0.5).

For the pairings where KOP was predicted to win based

on the bacteriocin phenotypes (closed circles and solid line in

Fig. 3A), KOP nematodes emerged from significantly more

hosts than in pairings where KOP was not the predicted winner

(F1,17 = 5.91, P = 0.0264). Moreover, differences in insect mor-

tality rate did not affect the competitive outcome (Fig. 3A). Thus,

when KOP produced an inhibiting bacteriocin, it was compet-

itively dominant over BOV competitors that were significantly

faster at killing insect hosts.

Finally, in the pairings where BOV was predicted to win

based on the bacteriocin phenotypes (closed circles and solid

line in Fig. 3B), the effect of producing an inhibiting bacteri-

ocin was minimal. Despite the ability of these BOV bacteria to
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inhibit the growth of their KOP bacterial partner, BOV was only

competitively dominant in cases where it also induced faster host

death. The slope of the line describing the relationship between

competitive success and the mortality-rate advantage is signifi-

cantly steeper when BOV was predicted to win than when there

was no bacteriocin-based interference (F1,12 = 6.00, P = 0.0307).

This resulted in a significant competitive advantage to BOV for

producing an inhibiting bacteriocin only when the mortality-rate

advantage was greater than 3, but no detectible effect for lower

values of the mortality-rate advantage.

Discussion
Within-host selection is a major force influencing the evolution

of parasite traits. Parasites may interact within a host via a va-

riety of different mechanisms. For example, numerous models

assume that faster growing, more virulent parasites will be fa-

vored by within-host selection (e.g., Levin and Pimentel 1981;

Bremermann and Pickering 1983); while others predict inter-

ference competition could lead to the selection of less-virulent

parasites (e.g., Gardner et al. 2004). Here, we examine multi-

ple, sympatric isolates of two nematode species (carrying their

naturally associated bacteria) and find that it is important to un-

derstand both the exploitative and interference abilities of a par-

asite to predict the nature of within-host selection. We found

that different isolates of each species varied significantly in the

speed at which they induced death of a caterpillar host (Fig. 2).

We also found that, in the absence of interference activity, faster

host killing was a significant predictor of competitive success in

mixed-species infections (Fig. 3). However, we also found that

interference competition via the production of bacteriocins can

overcome a mortality-rate difference (Fig. 3A). Thus, in some

cases, a slower killing parasite may have higher within-host fit-

ness, if it is able to interfere with the growth of its competitor.

These variable outcomes between sympatric isolates may prevent

the dominance of a single genotype over others, as a fast killing

genotype could be outcompeted by a bacteriocin-producer, but

at the same time this producer could be outcompeted by another

fast killing, nonsensitive genotype. Therefore, variation in com-

petitive interactions due to exploitative and interference mecha-

nisms may contribute to the maintenance of diversity within this

community.

Our work supports the common assumption that faster host

exploitation can result in within-host competitive success. We

found that in the absence of bacteriocin-based inhibitions, faster

killing isolates were competitively dominant over slower killing

isolates (Fig. 3). Empirical support for a link between competi-

tive success and faster host exploitation has been found in only

a handful of systems (e.g., Ishii et al. 2002; de Roode et al.

2005; Staves and Knell 2010) and thus should be demonstrated

rather than assumed. Additionally, even within a single system,

parasite fitness can vary depending on the competitor. For exam-

ple, in the parasitic fungus Metarhizium anisopliae, faster killing

strains were competitively dominant in intraspecific competition,

but were worse at interspecific competition presumably because

they did not invest in costly mechanisms of interference compe-

tition (Staves and Knell 2010). We find similar results in that the

traits that increase parasite fitness vary with the competitor and

the mechanisms of competition. For example, when KOP para-

sites are faced with a nonsensitive BOV competitor, faster host

killing is key to within-host competitive success; however, when

encountering a sensitive competitor, faster killing is no longer

important (Fig. 3A). These results suggest that selection on the

host exploitation rate will vary not only with the frequency of

coinfections, but with the identity of the competitors.

The two nematode species we examined differed in the im-

portance of their symbionts’ bacteriocins for competitive success.

For KOP, production of an inhibiting bacteriocin was a strong pre-

dictor of success in within-host competition. In fact, even when

a KOP isolate took several hours longer to kill insect hosts when

singly infected than its BOV competitor, production of an in-

hibitory bacteriocin allowed KOP to emerge from significantly

more hosts (Fig. 3A). In contrast, bacteriocin production by BOV

resulted only in the minor effect of augmenting the competitive

advantage gained by faster host killing (Fig. 3B). Thus, when

BOV was at a mortality-rate disadvantage, bacteriocin production

resulted in no increase in competitive success. The reason for

this difference between species is not known. One explanation

could be a difference between bacteriocin production between

the in vitro assay and the in vivo competitions. Work on antibi-

otic production in the closely related bacterium Photorhabdus

luminescens demonstrates that in vivo production levels can be

much lower than that obtained from liquid cultures (Hu et al.

1999). Alternatively, differences between the bacterial symbionts

in their within-host growth rates may lead to asymmetric effects

of bacteriocin production. When inoculated asymbiotically into

a caterpillar, X. koppenhoeferi grows significantly faster than X.

bovienii (unpublished data and Bashey et al. 2012). This may

prevent X. bovienii from mounting an effective attack on X. kop-

penhoeferi, unless X. bovienii has slight head start afforded by

its nematode. Finally, these differences may also represent differ-

ent ecological roles of bacteriocin production in the two species,

where perhaps a major benefit of bacteriocin in X. bovienii comes

from intraspecific interactions or to prevent invasion of an already

infected host.

In conclusion, our study highlights that both interference

competition and exploitation competition are important to para-

site fitness. Uniquely, our study finds this variation is occurring

between different sympatric isolates of two parasites. That such

diversity of interactions is found on a local scale suggests that
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these interactions themselves may be important to the mainte-

nance of diversity in this community.
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